We present a new approach for establishing correspondence between two homeomorphic 3D polyhedral models. 
Introduction
Image and object morphing techniques have gained increasing importance in the last few years. Given two objects, metamorphosis involves producing a sequence of intermediate objects that gradually evolve from one object to another. The techniques have been used in a number of applications, including scientific visualization, education, entertainment, and computer animation.
Morphing involves establishing a correspondence between the graphical objects and interpolating between them, in conjunction with blending their colors or textures.
Main Contribution: We present a new approach for establishing correspondence between two homeomorphic polyhedra. Initially the user selects some corresponding elements called feature pairs. Although we borrow this term from previous morphing algorithms for images or 3D volumetric models [2, 24] , our concept of a feature is closer to the sparse control mesh used in [10] . Our algorithm includes a simple and intuitive user interface for feature specification and automatically generates a feature net. Based on the feature nets, the algorithm decomposes the boundary of the polyhedra into morphing patches, computes a mapping for each morphing patch to a 2D polygon, merges them, and constructs a merged polyhedron whose topological connectivity is a combination of the topological connectivity of the input polyhedra. The merged polyhedron has a morphing trajectory for each vertex to move along from one input polyhedron to the other. The overall complexity of the algorithm is O(K(m+n)), where K is a user-defined constant and m,n correspond to the number of vertices in the two input polyhedra.
Related Work
Similar problems in 2D have been extensively studied in computer graphics. The set of algorithms can be classified into those that operate on raster images such as [2, 9, 23, 35, 36] and those that operate on geometric representations [14, 31, 32, 34] . There is considerable literature on morphing between 3D volumetric models [7, 8, 15, 24, 29] .
Several approaches related to establishing correspondence between 3D polygonal objects for shape transformation and metamorphosis have been proposed. Graphics techniques based on deformations [1, 33] and particle systems [30] can be used for object metamorphosis. Hong et al. [17] present an approach for polyhedral models that matches the faces whose centroids are closest. Chen and Parent [6] present an algorithm to transform piecewise linear 2D contours and extend it to 3D cylindrical objects. Bethel and Uselton [4] add degenerate vertices and faces to two polyhedra until they have a common vertex neighborhood graph. Kaul and Rossignac [19] transform a pair of polyhedra by using their Minkowski sums. Hodgins and Pollard [16] have presented an algorithm for interpolating between control systems of dynamic models. Wyvill [37] has described an approach for implicit surfaces. Parent [27] has presented an approach that splits the surface of the model into pairs of sheets of faces and recursively subdivides them until they have the same topology. Parent [27, 28] has also described a method for deformation of polyhedral objects based on implicit functions. Kent et al. [20, 21] have presented a shape transformation algorithm for genus-0 polyhedra that involves projecting the models onto a sphere. Chen et al. [5] have produced 3D morphs of cylindrical images. Galin and Akkouche [12] have presented an algorithm for blob metamorphosis based on Minkowski sums. Lazarus and Verroust [22] have proposed a method based on skeletal curves. Kanai et al. [18] have presented an algorithm for shape transformation of genus-0 polyhedra using harmonic maps. DeCarlo and Gallier [10] have proposed a morphing technique that establishes correspondence by allowing the user to divide the surface into triangular and quadrilateral patches which can be projected onto a plane. Our overall approach shares their theme. However, we improve upon several restrictions in their technique making it easier for the user to specify correspondence between complicated models. For example, we remove the requirement that the user must subdivide the surfaces of the input polyhedra into patches that can each be directly projected onto a plane.
Terminology
The term polyhedron refers to an arrangement of polygons such that two and only two polygons meet at an edge. It is possible to traverse the surface of the polyhedron by crossing its edges and moving from one polygonal face to another until all polygons have been traversed by this continuous path [26] . Topology refers to the vertex/edge/face connectivity of a polyhedron. Simple polyhedra are all polyhedra that can be continuously deformed into a sphere. It is possible for a polyhedron to have holes. Non-simple polyhedra are topologically equivalent to a solid object with holes in it. In this paper, we assume that each face of a polyhedron is homeomorphic to a closed disk. The genus g of a polyhedron is the maximum number of non-intersecting loops that do not divide its surface into two regions. Moreover, we assume that the given polyhedra satisfy the Euler-Poincaré formula: v -e + f -2(1 -g) = 0, where v,e,f and g are the number of vertices, edges, faces and genus of the polyhedron respectively. The genus of a simple polyhedron is zero.
Overview
Given two homeomorphic polyhedra, our goal is to generate a morph that results in a smooth and gradual transition from one polyhedron to the other. One key aspect of our system is to allow the user to identify the important features of each polyhedron and specify a correspondence between them. The rest of the algorithm consists of a combination of techniques that can produce the desired result from the given user input.
The main components of our approach are:
• User Input: The user selects vertex pairs on each polyhedron and defines a correspondence.
• Feature Net Computation: Given the vertex pairs, the algorithm constructs a feature net for each polyhedron. The feature net is a sub-graph of the vertex/edge connectivity graph of each polyhedron.
• Decomposition into Morphing Patches: Based on the feature nets, the algorithm decomposes the surface of each polyhedron into the same number of morphing patches, each being homeomorphic to a closed disk.
• Mapping: A pair of corresponding morphing patches are mapped to a 2D polygon.
• Merging: The algorithm merges the topological connectivity of morphing patches in the 2D polygon.
• Reconstruction: Using the results from merging, the algorithm reconstructs the facets for the new morphing patch and generates a merged polyhedron with the combined topologies of the original two.
• Local Refinement: The user can make local changes to the feature net in some part of the model and then re-compute the merged polyhedron.
Correspondence between Polyhedra
In this section we present the algorithm to compute the correspondence between two homeomorphic polyhedra, A and B. Their vertices are denoted as V A = V The output is a merged polyhedron with the topology of both input models, for which each vertex has a location on the two input models. The algorithm ensures that each face of the input and output polyhedra is a triangle. Given the polyhedra, the algorithm computes a circularly ordered set of edges for each vertex. For each edge, the algorithm stores the following information: incident vertices, left and right adjacent faces, and preceding and succeeding edge in counter-clockwise order. We will use the symbols G A and G B to represent the adjacency graph of two polyhedra. Furthermore, we assign a weight to each edge of this graph. The weight corresponds to the Euclidean distance between the two vertices defining the edge. Based on the user's specification, the correspondence algorithm marks some of the vertices and edges in these graphs. To start with, each edge and vertex in these graphs is unmarked.
We illustrate the correspondence algorithm described in this section with Figs. 1 through 6. In our illustration, polyhedron A corresponds to a model of an igloo and polyhedron B corresponds to a model of a house (shown in Fig. 1 ). Upper case letters denote objects in 3D and lower case letters represent objects in 2D.
Specifying Corresponding Features
The user selects a pair of unmarked vertices on each of the input polyhedra, denoted by {V We shall call such a shortest path a chain, and the user-selected vertices are referred to as the extremal vertices of a chain. If no chain can be computed using unmarked edges and vertices in the adjacency graph, the feature pairs are not allowed.
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Figure 1. Input polyhedra with user-specified correspondences.
The selected vertices and chains are used to formulate a feature net for each polyhedron. We will represent the feature nets as N A and N B . They are sub-graphs of G A and G B , respectively. The user needs to specify a sufficient number and arrangement of chains in order to partition the boundaries of the polyhedra. Each extremal vertex must be adjacent to at least two chains, and each chain must have a connected patch on each side. As a result, N A and N B have the same number of chains and extremal vertices and the user has specified a mapping between each extremal vertex and chain. In this way, the two feature nets define a bijection.
Decomposition into Morphing Patches
The feature nets are used to decompose the boundary of each polyhedron into the same number of morphing patches. A morphing patch (shown in Fig. 2 ) is simply a connected subset of a polyhedron which can be mapped to a 2D polygon. The vertices and edges are partitioned into interior and exterior vertices and edges. The exterior vertices of the morphing patches are those on the feature net (Fig. 3 ).
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Figure 2. Two selected morphing patches.
The decomposition algorithm has two steps. First, the perimeter of a morphing patch is computed by traversing the feature nets. Second, the remaining edges and vertices and the faces, all of which are interior to a morphing patch, are partitioned.
The computation of the perimeter uses the circular ordering of edges at each vertex. Beginning from an arbitrary vertex and chain of the feature net, the algorithm walks through the tightest clockwise loop of feature net vertices it can find. From the first vertex and chain, it moves to the vertex at the other end of the chain. Then it uses the circular ordering of edges at that vertex to proceed to the closest clockwise chain. Next it follows that chain to the vertex at the other end. When it comes back to the original vertex, it has traversed the perimeter of a morphing patch. Note that this is possible because the chains may not cross. The bijective mapping between the feature nets implies that this process when performed on polyhedron A automatically selects the corresponding chains on polyhedron B.
The interior of a morphing patch is computed with a modified depth-first search algorithm. For a given perimeter, it starts with an arbitrary edge on the chain. It determines which adjacent face is interior to the patch using the ordering of the exterior vertices. (If the face is on the interior, then the order must be consistently clockwise or counter-clockwise.) We cross the face that is on the interior of the morphing patch and recursively search from its other two edges. The recursion stops when the edge has already been traversed or the edge is part of the chain.
Once this patch has been identified, the algorithm selects another exterior vertex-chain pair and find another perimeter. This process is repeated until all vertices, edges, and faces of the original polyhedra have been traversed. These morphing patches are represented as P Non-simple Polyhedron: For a genus zero polyhedron, no morphing patch can contain a hole. If the input polyhedron has a hole, the user must specify the features in such a manner that each morphing patch is homeomorphic to a disk. Such a decomposition is always possible. An example is shown in Fig. 8 for a cup and a torus.
Mapping
Given a morphing patch, our goal is to compute a parameterization over a convex polygonal region in 2D. Construction of a parameterization for complex shapes over a simple domain is an important problem that occurs in different applications. A number of algorithms have been proposed by Kent et al [20] , Malliot et al [25] , and Eck et al [11] . The most obvious way to map to a 2D polygon is to use a harmonic map. They minimize the metric distortion and preserve the aspect ratios of the triangle, but can introduce area compression [11] . Given two triangular faces F Given a pair of morphing patches P A i and P B i , we compute a mapping from the surface of the patch to a regular 2D polygon. Let these morphing patches consist of m i extremal vertices. We map the morphing patch onto a regular 2D polygon, inscribed in the unit circle, with m i edges. We represent the 2D polygon as p i .
To compute a mapping, our algorithm first establishes a bijection between the chains of the two feature nets by splitting edges on the respective chains on the two models. The splitting criterion is based on edge lengths. After splitting, the algorithm has ensured that the corresponding patches have the same number of exterior edges and vertices.
The extremal vertices of the morphing patches are mapped to the vertices of p i. . Each chain of the morphing patch is mapped to an edge of p i. . All the external vertices lying in the interior of a chain are mapped onto the edges of p i . The 2D coordinates of the vertices along the chains are interpolated based on the arc length of the chain.
The next step is to compute a 2D mapping for the interior vertices of P 
Merging
The algorithm has so far produced mappings into p i such that the vertices V The edges e A and e B will in general intersect. We compute the intersections, split the intersecting edges, and create new vertices (Fig. 4) . Motivated by simplicity and robustness, we used a algorithm of complexity O(n e 2 ) which checks all edge pairs for overlap. Since the intersection computations can fail on edges that are co-incident, we handle the case where edges lie on the same mapped path separately. Furthermore, to avoid creating an invalid topology, we calculate all the intersections, sort them and then create the edges into which they were split. After intersection computation and splitting, we denote the set of all vertices and edges in p i by x AB and g AB , respectively. 
Reconstruction
After computing the intersection of all the edges, the algorithm produces a planar straight-line graph (PSLG) [3] from those intersections. The PSLG is constructed from the x AB and g AB . We recursively subdivide the connected edges and vertices from the merging step into the smallest counter-clockwise cycles possible. Since the nature of the intersections in the merging step guarantees that these cycles are convex, from this point we can triangulate the regions (Fig. 5) . After this step has been performed on all the morphing patches we get a merged polyhedron containing each of the input geometries as shown in Fig. 6. 
Morphing
At the end of the merging and reconstruction process, the merged polyhedron has the combined topological connectivity of polyhedra A and B. Each vertex on polyhedron A has a corresponding vertex on polyhedron B. In this section, we briefly discuss issues for interpolating between the two polyhedra in order to generate a morph.
During morphing, the vertices travel from their positions on A to their respective positions on B along morphing trajectories. Kent et al. [20] represented the paths using splines. In particular, they specified the tangent directions at each extremal vertex and used Hermite interpolation to compute the control points. Similarly we allow the user to represent the trajectory as a Bézier curve for each pair of extremal vertices. The system then interpolates the trajectories for all other vertices of the merged polyhedron using weighted contributions of the morphing trajectories at the extremal vertices. More details are given in [13] .
In addition to the morphing trajectories required by the algorithm, other attributes of the input polyhedra need to be interpolated to generate a good morph. These include vertex colors, lighting coefficients, normal vectors, etc. Interpolation of these surface attributes occurs during the mapping and merging steps [13] .
User Interface
The user interface is one of the most important aspects of a morphing system. Although it is easy for the user to conceptualize a morph between two objects, it can be rather difficult to design a system that allows the user to express this easily. Our system achieves this goal by allowing the user to draw the key correspondences on the surfaces of the input models, and to specify the paths that the corresponding features will follow during the morph.
The user specifies corresponding chains of the feature nets for input models A and B by selecting the chains' endpoints. In order to enforce a bijection between the two feature nets, the system requires the user to specify the feature net vertices in corresponding pairs. The interior vertices of a chain are automatically computed as shortest Euclidean paths along the edges of the polyhedra. In some cases a path based on unmarked vertices and edges, may not be available. In that case, our system creates new vertices and edges by splitting a face.
As a simple extension to creating a single pair of corresponding chains, we also allow the user to create "multi-chains" and "loops". When creating a multichain, after specifying the first corresponding feature vertex pair, each additional vertex pair the user specifies creates a pair of chains connecting to the previous vertex pair. A loop is simply a multi-chain with the property that the last pair of corresponding vertices is connected to the first pair by an additional pair of chains.
Once the corresponding pairs of chains have been specified, we allow several techniques for local refinement. These include splitting a chain into two chains at a selected vertex on one of the input models, removing a chain, and moving extremal vertices of the feature net.
After a corresponding pair of extremal vertices has been specified on polyhedron A and polyhedron B, the user can control the morphing trajectory. The user does this by positioning the tangents of a Bézier curve, whose endpoints are the locations of the vertices on the two input models.
Implementation and Performance
We have implemented the algorithm in C++ using the OpenGL and Tcl/Tk libraries. In our polyhedral data structures, each vertex has a list of edges stored in counter-clockwise order, each edge contains the incident vertices and two facets, and each facet contains three vertices and three edges also stored in counter-clockwise order. The system ensures that each polyhedron has valid topology and that it satisfies the Euler-Poincaré formula.
The merging algorithm described in Section 5.4 computes all intersections between the mapped edges of each morphing patch. Based on the decomposition algorithm described in Section 5.2, a morphing patch of a large polyhedron may consist of many thousands of edges. The number of intersections (and thereby the combinatorial complexity of the merged polyhedra) grows with the number of edges and in the worst case is quadratic. As a result, the merging and reconstruction steps can become a bottleneck in the overall computation. To overcome this problem, we recursively subdivide each morphing patch into smaller sub-patches, using the same area preservation heuristic as in the mapping algorithm described in section 5.3.
Analysis and Results
The running time is dependent on the size of the morphing patches. For two polyhedra with m and n vertices, let the number of extremal vertex pairs specified by the user be k. The number of morphing patches can be at most O(k). The computation of feature nets and morphing patches is bounded by O(k(m+n) ). The user can set the subdivision algorithm to divide until each patch has Q edges and the number of morphing subpatches can be O((m + n)/Q). The worst case complexity of merging and reconstructing each pair of morphing sub-patches is O(Q 2 ). Q is typically small enough to be regarded as a constant when compared with m and n. Worst case interpolation takes O((m+n) k log Q) time. As a result, the overall complexity of the algorithm is O(K (m+n)), where K = max{k log Q ,Q}.
The visual "quality" of a morph created by our system is quite subjective. It is mainly determined by the number of extremal vertices. Beyond that, controlling the morphing trajectories strongly contributes to the appearance of the morph. Finally, morphs between objects that are "similar" in appearance result in smoother transitions than morphs between vastly different objects (cf. human heads morph in Fig. 7 vs. cup-donut morph in Fig. 8 ).
This system has been successfully created morphs between a number of complex polyhedral models. These include simple polyhedra (shown in Fig. 7 and 9 ) as well as non-simple polyhedra corresponding to a torus and a cup (shown in Fig. 8 ). We have presented the results in Table 1 . The animated morphs generated by this algorithm are available at our WWW site.
Conclusion
We have presented a new approach for establishing a correspondence between two homeomorphic polyhedra, which includes a simple, intuitive user interface. It has been successfully applied to a number of simple and non-simple polyhedral models. We believe it is versatile enough to produce visually pleasing 3D morphs when coupled with an effective method for specifying the interpolation between the two models. More details about our system are available in [13] .
The specification of the feature net suffers from two limitations: the feature net must be connected and the chains connecting the feature net vertices are currently restricted to lie on the edges of the source models.
It can be difficult to control the morphing trajectories for complicated models. In order to have a usable morphing system, a method which will allow the user to sculpt the intermediate models is need. We are currently working on removing these limitations. Table 1 : Performance of our algorithm on four different pairs of input polyhedra. The table shows model complexity, the number of feature net vertices and morphing patches, the times to specify the features and trajectories by the user and times to compute the merged polyhedron on a SGI Onyx 2
